
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

It occurred to him that while Harry _________________ he might slip
away.
1.

(tie)

He ___________________ about and dragged over the ground by two
men, armed with long curved scimitars, contesting some point with one
another, apparently as to which should be first to cut off his head!

2.

(push)

This was correct, for we ___________________ along on a current that
was running fifteen miles an hour, if not more.
3.

(bear)

But she had no suspicion that she ____________________, or she might
have been more careful.
4.

(pursue)

Here I learned that a boat was approaching in the darkness, and that
preparations for defence __________________.
5.

(make)

He held it in his hand and again looked at the lad as if to make quite sure
he _________________________.
6.

(not/deceive)

The creature knew that he ____________________, and liked it-that was
all.
7.

(admire)

I thought that the boat ____________________ by a steady current; yet
whether the current set towards the land or away from it, I could not tell.
8.

(carry)

That looked bad; it meant that he __________________ for the stake.9.
(save)

Voices ____________________; figures were becoming distinct; in a
moment the moon would be free.
10.

(raise)

Soon it became pretty evident that a subtle change
____________________ in him.
11.

(work)

Curiosity got the better of me and I took occasion to see where the boxes
_______________________.
12.

(address)
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He made no attempt to overtake her, and not once did Lorraine glimpse
him or suspect that she _____________________.
13.

(follow)

For soon examination day would come and the pupils
______________________ for the occasion.
14.

(prepare)

Wherever he went soldiers _____________________ as heroes.15. (treat)

When he awoke he was again in his room and the candles
_________________.
16.

(light)

The people were losing patience; they thought time
___________________.
17.

(waste)

It seemed to me as if all the guns of the British army
___________________ at us.
18.

(fire)

Challoner observed her retreat and disappear, an almost intolerable
sense of guilt contending with the profound sense that he
___________________.

19.

(gull)

It was in that house the piano ___________________.20. (play)
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